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here in the school. Prices for
items such as Drakes coffee cake,
going for 30¢ at a local deli, are
not specifically agreed on. rather
a range in which they stay is set.
That same coffee cake costs
. students 43¢ at the tenth floor
cafeteria in the 17 Lex building,
which is nola big amount, but
college students are not known
for their wealth.
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Mr. Wolfe charging illegal prices again.
a student member of the board
has "no idea wha:r···he's·
(Davidson) talking about.
Jacolow added, "At the begin-
ning of the semester Larry Jacobs
offered - Mr. Davidson -and
Auxiliary Board the help of the
D.S.S.G. Davidson welcomed the
hetp. but never pursued the. ,
matter further." Pursued or not,
students are stuck paying more
than originally agreed on for' food







bv Mary Cunningham (-.'
Gas and oil prices aren't the I
only things that are over-priced ~,
these days, several items offered r
in Baruch's cafeteria are too- '....1IIllIIIII
and that's inviolaiion of a
contract the Tasty Vend Inc.
signed when commissioned to
serve food throughout the campus
cafeterias. A roast beef sandwich
costs $1.80, and a turkey sand-
wich $1.99. According to the
contract they should cost $1.70
and $1.50 respectively. Also,
several items, including rice
patties (79(t), sausage and peppers
($ 1.50), and baked ziti ($ 1.75)
weren't pan of the contract and
aren't supposed to be offered at
all.
Illegal .'price Increases (later
corrected) were brought to the
attention of the Auxiliary Service
Board. At a subsequent meeting
of the board an agreement to-
check if Mr. Wolfe, director .of
Tastyvend is charging agreed




away believing student members
would check. and if a descrepancy
was found, report of it would be
sent baek ro 'him. Sandy Jacolow,
z:
- " .....
'# ~.. :.' - -
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of Baruch are not pleased wit h the
new changes of class schedules.
U As representatives of students,
we want to snow the administra-
tion that we're not going to sit
back and let them do what they
want to do," she said. "Even ~
though they (the faculty adminis-
tration) might still continue-
we're going to make ourselves be
seen..._that we're not going to sit
back and let. them walk all over
us!" She went on to state that the,. .
student council had been trying
desperately to get hold of the ad-
ministration so that-facts could be
presented to prove ~hat the chang-
ing of class schedules would work
and is necessary. Their request
was never fulfilled so the only -




Few Improvements for Registratio
~y Freddie Ellis
Marilyn Cayenne, Chairperson
of the Student Council, is fighting
an up-hill battle 'for improve-
ments .for the College and the.
Clubs. As the head of this very in-
fluential student organization,
she holds the power to approve
major new laws and block major
legislation proposed by the Stu- .
dent Government President. She
is also the major person who
picks the topics to be discussed at
the council meetings and she has




Currently the biggest. topic that
the council is working on is for
the possible abolishment of the
new class scheduling; The coun-
cil is planning a demonstration'
which they hope would show















Students 'at Baruch College One new staff member the to be.
may notice some changes in the school is getting is a new Registrar When asked if pre-registration
registration process this spring. whose name is Phinas Freiden- might help mat ters, Mr. Jonas
Many people in the school stated berg. He is currently at Long looked doubtful. "It's a big prob-
/' that last terms registration was Island University, and is sche- lem trying to get a schedule ready
the worst in Baruch's history. duled to stan at Baruch by early," he also stared, "Also rc-
This term promises to be dif- February lsr. Aside from his member that when you use pre
ferent. various degrees, Mr. Freidenberg registration, there is an increase
The most important change, as has some experience in C. U.N. Y. in program changes, because the
well-as the most controversial is ·administrative practices, for he lives of many students change and
the Standardized class schedule. was associate registrar in Brook- sometimes they decide to change
. This means that certain classes Iyn College. their majors:"
will be available only on certain Whareverthe .solution may be.
days. Thisalso means: . Mr. Jonas. the present acting he hopes that this springs registra-
- .A) The 'only possi.ble way to registrar, stated that Mr. Freiden- tionwiH be as smooth as .last
take a course that meets three r '. berg -will probably be the only ad: " springs regisrraricn-which .many .
. , t : .. . . . '" . ','. ' . . ". .' '. _'. : '" .... ..' .
times a week for 50 minutes each .' ,," '.' .. ' . . (._4itioli to tile registrars staff'. H~. pepple .f~lt,.acc.~ingte"M1".. . . -. " - .'.-....-L":.-
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:f-~2c·:~;;;";;~~;~':~~Yj()take'a~c~: ~·~·AltJlilef.'cMn~·.tlia·tthe' :f4is- -. The~. ~~~ist(M.;f_ .:office ._~al-·,,· abie:~«>:gei;sOJ!le more help sOon.· trationwiJI ~. avaifable;by Jan- ..
;.;...-__._!ha~ ..!!1~s. t~~e a ...~e..e.~_fj){_15.:. -~.U:ars~u:eJJopes La jostil,ue·~...is..~~so-...hQpes.,....ui.-iu3 m ra;B ~la·~. <0--- .ll·:~ex~l¥ Qitfi£..,~peQany ·····~·~f.ft~~. r:Halfes..~"e<w-Ort-~:-p-~·_-~·.P..~~--~
:~';'o _._. niimues~ di5S, .is to-take il-on proYieiflg- oPen- -eoerse-.Iists, -nOt ..thereby- improVing-,,·the -studetlr··-~· wirtra:yegisirartonfffce:--this:'past del'....if·the·-new~regisfrat-·wiffltfi,ow .' ... _.
Tuesday arid Thursday. This only in Departmental sequence, flow by reducing the number of September, to run that office effi- how to deal with" this bedlam we
creates a problem because CLUB but in time sequence. They are people per appointment. cientlyas Mr. Jonas would like it call registration at Baruch.
HOURS are oil Thursday, so you also considering experimenting
either have to have your classes with closed- circuit television
early in the morning or late in the which would be placed in strategic
afternoon and evening. places on the waiting line to get
(for further class scheduling, into the auditorium, so that
check the December I I th issue of students could see ahead of rime
TICKER) what courses are closed.
.-
The, course is part of a peer-
tutoring program. The objective
is. to provide tutors that student
can relate to (their peers), while
maintaining quality tutorial
services. In addition, it will ex-
pand the depth of the present
tutorial programs by focusingon
the basic skills such as reading,.
writing and math.
The program is being funded
partly by a Title, III grant from
HEW and OEO. The grant was
obtained through a written
proposal by a conglomerate of.
Baruch administrators and
faculty to increasee institutional.
services. As such, the grant does
not go to peer-tutoring alone. In .
fact, peer-tutoring is only one
segment of a six-pan design for a
"Student Developmental Cen-
ter ,"
Due to those factors and a
difference In the amount
requested and the amount
granted, money is not plentiful.
Nevertheless. the program IS
progressing onward.
The success of peer-tutoring
lies primarily with the students.
No money is being offered to--~- _.-
tutors. The incentives must be
entirely non-monetary at this
point. The incentive should be a
desire to improve one's skills arid
sharing those skills with others.
The benefits are 3 credits and a
satisfying feeling of helping
someone else. The skills learned
and the services rendered are both
invaluable.
Those interested should go to
room 326 in the 24th S1. building.
or contact Ms. Lyn Dozier at 725-
7649. Recruitment is now in
progress.
The grant only establishes ·the·
program. It is up to the student,
faculty and administrators to
show that it works. Further, it is
our responsibility to make it a
permanent part of Baruch:
Reminder: student demon-
stration against schedule changes
and improvements ia registration
planned for thurs. .Jan, 13 IN THE
24th STREET .: BUILDING.-
SHOW UP AND LET YOUR
VQI~~.~f..I:IEt,\.~·~:~ .. :.: -:rrc >I I
j ! __ a ..: a. • .. .. _ .....
..





The concept of peer-tutoring is
definitely positive. Its foundation
is solid: students helping students.
I t is not new by any means, but'
improvements on it are being
made.
This Spring, peer-tutoring gets
improved at Baruch. Through the
efforts of the Compensatory Ed.
and the Education Departments.
a 3 credit peer-tutoring course has
been set up. The purpose is to
train students .in the basic tools
and skills of tutoring.
........:<"':"",.::~c:: ...
•••
the assumption that financial
need is the primary need. Ac-
cording to Doctor Smith's study,
91 per cent of the Black students
and 96 per .cent of the Black
faculty and administrators agree
that "environmental needs.
loneliness and alienation, and
cultural and racial identity ad-
justments were the primary
reasons Black students drop out. "
They felt as if they were not~ being
accepted into the life of their
universities. Among the white
faculty and administrators, only
"60 per· cent saw these en-
vironmental needs as a signi ficant
problem," not realizing the vital
importance of the problem to
Blacks because they are not Black
and, therefore, cannot feel the
pressure put upon Black students.
It should be noted that
generally very few Blacks drop
out of the distinguished private
colleges. An exception to this is
the University of Chicago whose
Black undergraduate drop-out
rate is 43 percent. At the
University of Michigan and
UCLA, public universities, the
drop-out rates are 43 percent and
35 percent respectively.
When asked about solutions for
Black students to remain in
school, both the Black students
coat. 011 p: 4, col. 4
- . • ~ .. .I ~ - ....;
. ' ~ ~
and"explain the college tutoring
services to students. This is very
-important since the Com-
pensatory Education Department
is having a reduction of funds."
said Dr. Williams.
The students who will be .
serving as tutors must be enrolled
in the class so they will be
receiving continuous instruction.
and supervision. Students in-
volved will also be working in the
Reading and Writing Workshop.
The Reading and Writing
workshop is located in room 324,
24th Street .building and its
services are available to all
students.
The recruitment process for the
new course is still under way .
Those interested should either
visit room 326, 24th Street
building or call Ms. Gerterlyn
Dozier at 725-7649.
population than the distinguished
private universities because they
accept students with less-academic
preparations in high school. In
other words, their requirements
for admission in the public
universities are much lower.
On the other hand, the
distinguished private universities,
whose students are selected from
the "cream of the crop," do not
have much of a problem with the
admission requirements.
However, there's very little
internal change in both the pbulic
and distinguished private
universities to help the students in
their adjustment needs because of
~.
;.< ".. -..,.." ".'.
;, ,. ..: ..
a peer tutor, credit bearing
course. The' purpose of the
course, which will be offered
during the Spring 1980 semester,
is to teach students effective peer
tutoring techniques.
Ms. Gerterlyn Dozier and
Maria M. Lopez are presently
recruiting students as peer tutors
for the course. Ms. Marge Pena
.and Arlene Synsong are slated: to
teach sections of the peer tutoring,
course with the assistance of an
educator from-- the School of.
Education.
"Very often students can help
fellow students break the learning
barrier because they (peer tutors)
. can understand and can tell how
•they have solved similar
problems. This course would give
the Compensatory Education
Department a chance to improve
Michigan, and the University of
California at Los. Angeles
(UCLA). The four private
universities were Harvard
University, University of
Chicago, Duke University, and
Stanford University. He added
that he had intended to include
the University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill, but they refused to
cooperate with him because they
were being sued by HEW for
failure to desegregrate the public
universities in North Carolina.
The public universities have
different problems from the
distinguished private universities.
They have a much less "select"
Prof. D. Smith Studies
Black Admissions
Under the auspices of the grant ;:
the Compensatory Education
Department is responsible for
recruiting peer tutors with the
cooperation of the School of
Education for the development of
by Esperanza Lucinaris
. Baruch College has been
awarded a Title III grant from the.
Office of Economic Opportunity
and Health Education and
- Welfare. "Th~ grant is an
outgrowth of a cooperative effort
by several departments in the
college." stated Dr. Audrey
Williams, chairman or the
Compensatory Education
De p a r t rrre n t . The varIOUS
departments involved include
Student PersonlIe Services,
Compensatory Programs and the
Education Department working
together to implement the grant.
".... ~.. -I r '.
~.~--:-.~'~-:':
.. ' -. • ". • .a" -... ~.Jo,. a,.
Co·mp~···Educati.on Dept.
Receives Title III Grant
-
SENIORS!
Are you graduating in JanuaFJ, June or August" 1980?
If you plan to attend BARUCH COLLEGE'S COMMENCEMENT
EXERCISES ON JUNE 9, 1980, you must order your cap and gown
by JANUARY 31, 1980.
If you do not receive your.erder form in the mail by JANUARY 14.,
1980 contact:
OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES
BARUCH COLLEGE STlfDENT CENTER/ROOM 104
137 EAST 22ND STREET
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10010
or call: 725-3057
by Helen Chan'
Professor Donald H. Smith of
the Education Department, has
recently completed a study
concerning 44 Admissions and
Attrition Problems of Black
Students at Seven Predominantly
White Universities." He was
selected to do the study by the
National Advisory Committee on
Black Higher Education and
Black Colleges and Universities,
U ni ted States Office of
Education, and the Department
of Health, Education, and
Welfare (HEW), who had
commissioned it, because of his
previous expereinces on doing
research concerning problems of
minority students.
"The purpose of the study
which was produced from in-
terviews and questionnaires,"
said Professor SIJ1ith, "was to
determine the perceptions of three
different groups (Black students,
Black faculty and administrators,
and white facutly and ad-
ministrators) at seven
predominantly white universities,
with regard to admissions
problems, problems of remaining
in school, and graduation
problems. " Of the seven
universities he interviewed, three
were public and - four were









avail. Finally on Dec. 18, ]979,
Mr. . Thompson received per-
mission from the Office of
Campus Planning to hire an
outside agency. It is expected that
the debris will be carted away
within the next three weeks.
C'
.-.....lp.L!!::••.... ~ .
hoto by Peter Lewison
A hazard the Fire Dept. refuses to inspect.
removal of the debris the college
has not been able to have the
garbage picked up. Mr. Thomson
has requested a dumpster from
the Dept. of Sanitation, but none
are available. He has tried the
"
Salvation Army and other
charitable agencies, all to no_
to amke their way out safely. Had
the same incident occurred today,
there is question as to whether the
outcome would be the same.
Mr. Bernard Falkowitz,
manager for Cushman &
Wakefield, who own 360 ,p ,A.S"
called both Mr. Zatorski ,
Associate Director of Campus
Planning,- and Mr. Thompson,
Director of Maintanenc- ... the
beginning of December alerting
them to the problem: Mitch
Rosenthal, D,S.S.G.' Treasurer
also called Campus Planning,
with no results. Mr. Rosenthal
also telephoned'the N.Y,C Fire
Dept., who refused to check into
the situation.
While waiting- for a free
n ' 5 •, 5
.space, The Center was used for
storage, because it was considered
a "dead end area" according to
Ms. Milulsky, Director of
Campus Planning, HIn addition
freight elevators located through
doors in the back, makes the place
a security hazard" .added Ms.
Mikulsky. .
A maintanence worker said he
did 'not think that the room posed
a sceurity problem, but was
worried about the possibilities of
a fire, similar to the one that
occurred in 1976.
On Sept. 28, 1976, a fire
.erupted in :the electrical room,
approximately 45 Teet from the
'Women's Center. A blackout
occurred and students were able
. _..'".
Fire HazaAl.:iw360 P .AtS~Ci
Basement
by ~aneBarrell
The Ticker has .learned that
another 'fire hazard 'exists at
Baruc~ollege.The n~w defunct
Women's Center, which used to
be part of the 360 basement
lounge, is being used as a storage
place for broken desks, 'plastic
bags, metal racks, and chairs. An
isle between' the lanes 'of debris is
a mere three feet wide, In an event
of a fire, students would not be
able to reach the fire exist without
an avalanche of desks and chairs.
The broken property vcomes
from two rooms, one on the fifth
floor, and the other on the
seventh. These rooms --.are now
being' used to house the Ac-




Business Policy and six in Man-
agement which goes from 11:00 -
12:15, one in Economics which
extends.from 1:30 - 2":2Gand Ft -.
nance which has one between.
11 :30 - 12:20 and another from
1:30 - 2:20,
- The consensus of opimon de-
rived from a random sample of--:----
students indicated disencham-·
merit with the rpresem 'situaricn.
'Social Interaction' _provided by
~. • . (, • _ _ J', ,_
club activities,' they (eel, is as im-
. portant as classroom studies to
lheiE~ieA~~.-..------,--...'-_.-' ......
Ali departments reached, with
the exception of English, wer~
sure that there would not be a re-
currence in Spring. Such a move,
if it does materialize, would not
only redress a serious shortcom-
ing, but also restore some faith in
the Administration.
Completing the twenty-two sec-
tions that are offered during club
hours are two in Art which are
held from 10:30 - 12:20, one in .
While stating "a committrnent
rothe- prin'cipfe of 'club· ho~rs, "
.' Public, AdxiJinisl~tion:€haii.iiian,
"''Pj-ofeS&"or :David Bresnisek, ex-
plained the fact the PUB. 4000 -
QP went on until 12:15 as an
,'~)Versight " ,
essentially done to facilitate
SEEK students who need oWiga-
tory remedial work,"
Professor Frazier, Deput y
Chairman of the History Depart-
ment informed the Ticker that
uthe overlapping of History
. courses and .club. hours has been
going on for the last five years
. and currently has official bless- .
jng," History 3472 section QP
. , .runs from 11:()() - 12: 15.--~.' .
Mr. C. Alyman, Director of Student Activities
ials, seven of which are held from partrnent had this to' say: "The
1:()() - 1:50, Professor Andrew department would have been hap-
Lavender, Chairman of the De- py to have it at any time, but it is
"<, •
to the Audio-Visual room in the honest about their emotions. One
24th Street Building expected, darkly handsome fellow was con-
they were mistaken. Challenged, tent to dismiss another male's in-
probed, stimulated, and - pro- terrogations of an ex-girlfriend
foundly moved was far closer to (Did you sleepwith my friend?) as
the truth. It was easily the most acceptable if this man had been
rewarding event I have ever been . "nicer" about it. Further, when
to at Baruch, and even one of the this gentleman decided to role-
most- rewarding events I have play and confessed that he "felt:
been to anywhere, hurt," Dr. Locke motivated him
Dr. Locke, who' has been a full to admit thai he really felt angry, ~ Dr. Susan Locke Jamesvu
time professor at Baruch for eight but felt that feigning hun would man, "is women acting strong taxis in the rain, making all the
years, opened her exploration by wo!.k better. __ and having trouble accepting their important decisions) fails in her
asking the audience to relate one The other point was directed at strength, " eyes, .She resents his failure; he
negative experience they had had '- the women. It became apparent With what time was left from resents her pressures. She, decid-
with a member of the opposit sex. that what was being witnessed in the quickly spent two hours, ing that she could probably be
Some volunteers then role-played that room was that the men: found Dr. Locke presented some of her more assertive, threatens his mas-
to reenact particular confronta- it quite natural to attack the own theories about the pitfalls culinity and doubts her feminin-
tions. With Dr. Locke's guidance women by inflicting guilt. Dr. - of male-female relationships. ity. He, angry that he "can not
of the rampant emotion that was Locke pointed out that the under- Women, first taught in the home be more dependent, threatens her
ricocheting through the room, pinnings of this was that the men to turn to someone else fo.r_a~ .. f.~m.in.iniiy and doubts his mascu-
two <major points reared their were treating the women as if proval, pressure the .man. ill;'tOOr".::' li-rtity: ~ -oDe1.woman in -the au-
troublesome heads. The first was women were "the stronger party. lives to be ultimately strong. He-;-- dience purit, HI could just picture
that non.'e of the.,J;ll~~.i~ ~~ef~o~Pl~ "What you see here;" said the . not .being able ~,:io.. ~_ .st~o~ ,~.Jl!e, .. !'!9-~~e!~i~ .•f~rt.~>.8Jld.'f.1JI=....J~
were either expressive of or d~,.ai!M,-"b14lOk~~A\1M·4t~"'lftt)\Mtf~~~""tll"·~»iIlf~~~~~·'·:i~:,''.
. . . . .' ".- . " .' .' _., ." -". '. ".,- - -, '-~ - "- .'., .
by Diane Salvatore
That men and women do not
always interact harmoniously is
not a surprise. That this is- a sub-
ject that sparked, the interest of
over one hundred students at Ba-
ruch during club hours on Decem-
ber 6th, is a surprise.
In fact, perhaps one of the most
noteworthy aspectsof Dr. Susan
Locke's seminar, "Male-Female'
Relationships," was that it drew
the attention of over five times
the number of students anticipat-
ed, There - were representatives
from the Women's Center, and
the Psychology Society, but die
audience was largely random stu-
dents, with just, as many men
as women present. Clearly, Dr.
Locke wassensitive to a topic that
students . felt needed to be ad-
dressed-·the problems ofa heter-
~~.. ' . ... 4
osexual rehltionshtp.· .
Actually, if "addressed"- was '
what the audience:itiat'~~ed~ib-'\.
by Michael Flanigan
During the Spring '79 semester
when 11 sections were being held
during club hours the Dean of
Students office went on record
stating "club hours are only for
club meeting, there is always a
possibility that something SPecial
can come up." This semester 22
sections are being field during
.club hours. Currently sections in-
volving Art, Business Policy,
Economics, English, Finance,
History, Management, and Pub-
____ lie 'Administrat.ion, .. encroach."
upon the twelve to two Thursday
-slot reserved for st-udent ·ac---
tivities.
Mr. Carl Aylman, Director of
Student Activities, is "alarmed
ab-out the continued encroach-
ment of classes into club hours,
and the inability of students to
participate in extra curricular ac-
tivities as a result."
In the case of English tutor-
Classes/Held..-During Club Hours
Women's Voices: Dr. Susan
\ . -" . '
-~:to usses "-Male-Female
Relationships' ,
...---:-,,_... - . _...- ....- .. _~_..._.. _.--..'
, ,~






seminar dealt with critical issues
for the education of black
students. ~
When asked if he would update
the study in the future, Professor
Smith replied, "Yes. I do an-
ticipate doing more studies on the
education of Blacks and otfier










Ipicture theater chain seek-
i
.ing persons with management
I skills. No previous experience
.necessary. r Basic math and
communication skills a must.
Opportunity for benefits and
advancement: Full salary.
while training. Apply in per-
son Selwyn Theaer 229. West
42nd Street," see" 'the- super-
.visor.
:j"'~r,}":r-y.!'7'"7"'r.r:j~!"~IJ:"M!~
cont. from p. 2
and Black faculty and ad-
ministrators placed "the need for
more Black faculty and ad-
ministrators at {he top of the
list. ..
In another issue dealing with
the education of Black students,
Doctor Smith also conducted a






. For the potential business Because of the high turnover
graduates of" 1980, the factor at O.B.M., Ms. Davis is
. Management Society has been always looking for new recruits.
steadily on the case with helpful .T~e height of their recruiting
information. season is from October to mid-
Within the past months, the May.
. Society has presented' Mr. Mr. McLoughlin, who spoke in
William. Mcl.oughlin, Associate ,'late October, provided the Society
Director of Baruch College's members with helpful in-
Placement Office, who has terviewing techniques, along with
spoken about interviewing tips for landing that potential job.
techniques and the upcoming Before going into an interview,
Career Planning and job ex- you should find out as much as
ploration for January and Juen you ·can about the company. It's
graduates. Next Ms. Pat Davis, best to do you homework," says
who is the Recruitment Coor- Mr. McLoughlin. "The idea of
dinator for the Office of Budget the interview process is to give
and Management for the City of you a chance to 'sell' your
New York, who described the abilities to the company."
basic outline of O.B.M. and what He stated that the interviewee
type of person that she is looking should dress tastefully, have a
to hire. firm handshake and sit with good
"We look for students that post ure. '. 'The interviewing
have a management finance and process is a 50-50 proposition; the
computer bakcground in their interviewer will be asking
academic background for questions about you and, you the
O.B.M.," says Ms. Davis, who interviewee will be asking
spoke to the Society members on questions about the company.
November 29th, "along with the You can make up potential
wlTfin-gness '(0 workhard in oraer-- -questIonshoy -reading 'ousmess-'---'-'- -_.~
to get ahead and having a sense of magazines, trade journals and
dedication to New York City." newspapers that pertain to the
She warns that working for company. -
O.B.M. will not result in' a Interested students who wish to
normal 9 to 5 work week. "You learn more about.the interviewing
will work hard in order to help process along with effective
our division to maintain its goal resume writing and information
of balancing the City's budget," about the Office of Managemenr
she said. People who are unable should contact Mr. McLoughlin
"to cut it are weeded out of the in the Placement Office on' the
division. We try to maintain our 17th floor of the 26th Street




is now Accepting Applications
for its. Charter Class
• Located in exciting Manhattan
• Hign quality traditional legal education
• Opportunity to specialize in Litiqation,
International Law. Commercial Law
Administrative Law.
Year Abroad Progr~in Israel
available to second- and
third-year students.
.\.'.
James Mooney, editor of-
Foundation News here, attributes
the corporate generosity to
awareness of the rising costs of
college. The higher education
price index rose 15 percent last
year. and Mooney point out that
many executives have children in
college who must pay for it.
Nevertheless, Mooney cautions,
"We're treating the symptoms.
not the disease."
One reason for the corporate
willingness to contribute may be
that 75 percent of the executives
interviewed resented the "liberal
slant" of most college programs,
and said academics were too
critical of business.




But the amount of corporate
investment in academia is also
dependent on public events. The
CFAE notes in its report that "the
future growth of voluntary
support is less dependent on
developments in higher education
itself than it is on the economic
health of the nation at large."
Boston's Committee for
Corporate Support of Private
Universities released a study in
June showing that a majority of
. business executives favor in-
creasing the amounts of money
. corporations give highed
education, while decreasing the
percentage of funds provided by
the federal government.
For Information ReMMdIons
QUEENS COLLEGE S.A. TRAVEL SERVICE
Student Union Bldg. - Am. 319 G
Auahing. NY 1'57
(212) 54t-9200 .
Qu....,COIege S.A. T,.".. s. vice .Ii _dosed Dec. 22 - ....n. ,.
Special COllege Inlersesslon
MIDWIII SKI HDlIIAYS
JANUARY 1 - FEBRUARY 2•.1980
MONDAYS TO FRIDAYS
fR11 HORSEBACK R IDING*Wine & Beer Nitelv8:30-10:30 P.M,-Cocktail Party Daily*lndoor Po ot eSau nas*TV in Room *0 isco 'n All F acrut ies & more!
2 LIFT TICKETSAT 81G VANILLA
1 NilE LODGINGBREAKFAST AND
DINNER &. MORE! Per Person
$20.00 each additional night .4 In A Room
FREE WEEKEND FOR GROUP ORGANIZERS Plus 7% sales Tax
WE HAVE WEEKEND PACKAGES Dou:.-»Ie and Triple Rate. Availa~e
Cafeteria. Priclng··Problems
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)-
cont. from p. 1
Also part of the contract is to
send the college's commission of
foods sold, and money collected
from Student Center pin ball
. machines, to the Accounting
Department of the school. Those
checks are supposed to be paid by
the 10th business day of the
following month. Shirley Miller,
of Accounting, received the
October check in mid-December
and has yet to receive the vending
machines' commissi ons this
semester.
A third violation. dealing with
t he closing' of the tenth floor
vending machines at 8:30 p.m. The Student Center has yet to receive commlslon c
instead of the agreed 10:30 p.m. the 2nd Floor Arcade
has yet to be dealt with. Mr. tea. dispensers sit, facing the· SkLarr, Deputy Business Manager
Ferrnano, Director of Security, kitchen/storeroom that few if any' of College, and Mr. Davidson
said Wolfe did mention talking students ever see. On it the ex- have both made it perfectly clear
with him in mid-November, but piration date 6/80 and the line that the Auxiliary Service Board
as of Dec. 17, he had yetto make "post conspicuously is written. is nothing but a bother to them
contact with Security. Fermano is June 1980 is alos when the and this is not their main job at
more than willing to meet with contract expires. In Jan. Baruch, therefore they both spend
Wolfe and help out anyway his Davidson expects the Auxiliary the minimal amount of time at
office can. Board to meet and discuss plans this job and would spend even less
Wolfe is almost as hard to for the next contract. if possible."
reach as the Board of Health Sandy Jacolow believes the Whatever the case, there is a
Certificate is difficult to find, The problems don't only lie with Mr. problem within the current
pink slip hangs on the backing of Wolff, "Ever since the first cafeteria system at Baruch-and
the-shelf.-onwhich the co-m?aoo -meeting-o.LAuxiliaI:y Board Mr.. -iLs.the..smdem.whojs Iosing.out.. ...
Corporate Support of
Colleges Grows
Colleges and university took in a
record$3~04billion in private
contributions in 1978, according
to the Council for Financiai Aid
to Education. Some $700 million
of the total came from corporate
contributors.
The increases in both categories
were in line with colleges' in-
tenstified fund-raising among
private sources and with har-
dening business attitudes about
supporting college programs.
Many colleges have come to
depend more on business funding
sources that are not, .according to
theory, subject to the tax-cutting
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and the International C-hamber of
Commerce.
At the conclusion of the
speeches, both speakers answered
quesuons.T'They- were assisted
by two of their associates.
Adebayo Owolabi, a Nigerian
businessman and Arnold Robi-.
son, A.C.E. W.A. Corporate V.P.
of Finance.
Still, flowing smoothly,. the
e~eriing".stiifted·6ack-·1·Q·ertter~
tainrnent with another musical
duo. This time three Baruchians
showed their talents. Pianist
Stanley Belle played for vocalist
Lynee Franklin. then for vocalist
Wayne Holmes. FOT a finale, they
formed a beautiful trio.
To enhance the fest iv ities , a
tasty catered bu ffet was offered.
Needless (Q say. it was a well
received addition to tne previous
act 1vines.
Not to leave anyc ne wanting,
A.S.P.A. hired Slick, inc. to host
a disco party that rcmir.ded the
folks that it was indeed a Friday
night. Everyone :oak full ad-
vantage of the OPP0::-!Uility.
All in all, it was a splen-
did example of bow a r1ub can
get something accorr-p.issed. By
blending creativity. planning and
determination, useful ,'nJ educa-
tional information can 0e dispus-
e~, a most pleasurable way.
President Jacobs stated that he
couldn't see the logic .of having to
invite council members to the con-
ference. By the laws of the con-
sititution the president is not
obligated to invite council mem-
J:>ers to the meetings. According to'
Ms. Cayenne, the whole point is
that he was not sticking to his
promise of teamwork between his
administration and the council.
She says that in the consititution
it states the the President of Stu-
dent Government must inform the
Student Council of his actions
every two weeks. After the coun-
cil .enforced this law President
Jacobs now communicates with
the council on his actions. " ... A
good president should inform the
council." Ms. Cayenne said.
"Not every little minute detail,
but should come to the council
and tell them what's going on and
ask for their suggestions."
·"Sludenl Council in Need of Of-
·fice"
# .;& ... '




The old adage says, "Don't
mix business with pleasure." But
on Friday night Dec. 7, AS.P.~
(American Society of Personnel
Administration) did just that.
successfully. Through a well-
planned effort-,A.·S.P_A~ hosted
. four and one 'half hOUTS of. busi-
ness and entertainment that was
both informative and,enjoyable.
The evening began with a musi-
cal presentation- by vocalist Don-
na Christian and pianist Wayne
Walker. The two delighted the au-
dience with two warm and inspir-
ing songs.
Af t e r wa r d , the evening
smoothly moved to a seri-
ous note. Two <peak ers from
.o;.C.E.\\'.A .. a Black interna-
.ional trade consulting firm. took
:0 the podium.
The first speaker, Ron Robi-
'ion. Vice President for Sales.
explained the concept of "Being
international and· how to apply
it to international trade." He
stressed the vast trade between
nations and economic awards of
international trade.
Earl Samples. Vice President of
/ .
Financial Administration and
Treasurer was the second speaker.
His discussion focused on the
overview of the scope of interna-
tional trade. such as trade reports
. Chairperson. she gave the impres-
sion of a person who was totally
unprepared for the responsibility
which was placed upon her. "At
times it's a real hassle," she said.
. ,. I have a personal life also and I
get phone calls all the time. At·
times its rewarding because I feel
like I'm doing something, not just
for myself but other people as
well." Shewent on to state that
she often has trouble getting peo-
ple to cooperate and because of
the many decisions she has to
make, this can and does malt: the
job very difficult.
During -rhe beginning of Stu-
dent Government President Larry
Jacobs' ·a~ministration. he stated
that the main thing that was need-
ed between his administration and
the Student -Council was coopera-
tion. President 'Jacobs has gone
back on his promise. During his
first press conference no members
from the Student Council were in-
vited to attend.
.- ,-'. ," )1. •.• <.-: ,'it .",.,. ....
unhappi ne". ..
a" a ,: udent . a,
urge Dr. Ll)-:ke
is easy to feel that
especially one« "elf,






a-. a \\ oman
a oeliev er ,
head on the fundamental and
l..msnok en div-a: j" facr ion \\ 1i n
r- e )a t ion ~ h i r ". r'r e"~n ted i, c r .
'eli 2" an I,la.,i\ o! <t re ng .n ,
keen .m cl ligence , a:1U 3. .n or i-
[0 conunue sermnar-, \.)1" [hi"
nat ure. per ha p-, : i rnrnediat el y
consider: rig a <equel (a lied.
"\lale-Female Rel a t io n-h i p v.
Part I I."
As the GO\\ d was disper s-
ing, one male student asked a
group of women, ··Hey. don't
you girls really want a nice
guy?" Finally, it did not seem
such a simple question.
-....-'·~ '-...~r , r- '\,: , •• I,.~•••"' ~~.4·. _ .. '.;,; 1, .•• _ ..'."--:.'. - ..
Ms. M. Cayenne Photo by Jarne... Yu
that talk abot the apathy display is by informing the students of the
that same apathy 'themselves." events that are occuring by having
She went on to tell of the many the problem discussed in the col-
events where government officials "lege newspapers and by holding
would. suggest ideas for irnprov- public forums (which she is work-
ing ihecoridiiionsfor the stticfents-- Tng on pie~entryT:-"----
but they never put their sugges- "Opinion Of Position"
tions into action. She said that the When Ms. Cayenne was a ... ked
best way to get students involved for her opinion of the position of
tolerable. At last she
loathes what she has
helped his masculinity
to become. At last he
loathes what he has
helped her femininity to
become.
But. irnportam ly. there wa-
an irrcpressable fcrnininist at-
tit ude. Dr. Locke continued
reading, ,. But the world be-
longs to what his masculi niry
has become."
What Dr. Locke created In
her serru nar , "\lale-Female
Relationships." was a deeply
touching and uplifting exam-
t ma u o n of'a v it al aspect
of everyone's lives-what
makes. or doesn't make, re-
lationships work. There was
such vitality, such accuracy,
and such insight into what
really matters, In a world
cont, from p. 3
He h playing rna-cu-
line. She is playing fern-
lnli1t: ... H~ IS playing
the kind of man that she
think- the kind of \\0-
man she is playing ought
to admire. She is playing
rhe kind of woman that
he .hink s the kind of
man he is playing ought
to desire. ..,Her fernin-
mitv , growing more de-





member and he told me ihat there
were no available offices..."
She went on to state that gaining a
new office for the council was one
of her main goals but because of
the great difficulty of gaining a
space, she feels a little discour-
aged.
,"stUaeDt'OOUDCH~~'"
Cont. from p. 1 .
Ms. Cayenne is very upset with
the conditions that the Student
Council is facing presently. With
all the influence that the Student
Government has, they do not
have" a ~ permanent residence. If a
student would wish to meet with a
council member, they would have
. to meet with the council member·
in the Student Government office.
Marilyn stated that she has tried
hard to gain an office for the
organization but she has had no
sucess. " ... Everytime I started
out (looking for office space) a
door was shut in my face," she
said ... I spoke to an official srsff
, 'Male-Female
~ . . . . . .
Relationships' ,
Dr. Locke also read from the
foreward of Masculine-Feminine:
Readings in Sexual Mythologv
and the Liberation of H. 'omen by
Roszak and Roszak. which also
capsulated the fundamental pro-
blerns:
"Student Apathy "
A major topic around Baruch
has been "student apathy."
Marilyn finds that there is also
some apathy among some student
government officials. "I've heard
--_._. -~~ -mariypeopIe-ln-ffie-stuae"nt--gO\~-
er nrnent talk about the apathy of
Baruch students," she said. " ...
Unfortunately those same people
NE-ED CREDIT? SEND FOR THE CREDIT GAME
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"Tired of being without credit, or up to your neck in
'minimum payments'? vyith this book you will learn how
to make the 5300 billion credit industry' jump at your
command."
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- Too young to borrow?
• New in town/no references?
- Erase bad debt records
- Skip bills without ruining credit
-Receive loans within weeks of beginning this program
/
• Information on updated credit laws and legislation
.• Your rights under the Federal Credit Acts
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• ~anuary 3, :t980
\\. RONG impression that if the
new computer system is gi\ en to
the Administration. registration
problems will no longer exist a ....
well as all the red tape of dealing
with the registrar's office. Please
be aware that the new computer
system in the hands of the ad-
ministration will not irnprov e the
registration procedure. nor will it
increase the number of sections or
shorten the time for regist rat ion.
The .Educational Computer
Center at Baruch College is one of
the better ones of CCNY. This
new system will only sen e t o
enhance our reputation and
educational facilities. Currently.
a petition for this new computer
system in (he ECC is being sent to
all-the professors in Baruch. we
urge you to sign it a,s a show of
your support.
THE STU 0 E ~ T S .-\ N 0
FACULTY OF BARLCH





this publication is currently -chal-
lenging democracy.... ," asserts
Mr. Hintzen in' his penultimate
paragraph. This charge smacks of
McCarthyism, and is totally base-
less. I have had the honor and the
pleasure of working with Mr. Mc-
Dowell. Managing Editor Sandy.
Jacolow; and the rest of the hard
working members of The Ticker
over the past three semesters.
They have always be-en open to
suggestions and new ideas. Of
course. any editor has the final
decision as to what goes into a
newspaper. I can assure Mr. Hint-
zen that these decisions are made
neither capriciously nor flippant-
ly.
If Mr. Hintzen is indeed serious
about gett ing student poetry and
shorr stories published. which I
am sure he is. he shoud fight to
get a 5tudent literary magazine
started. That would be the proper
forum where creative wriung
could be primed. A school
newspaper is not.
, '
Protest Against the 'Change of
Class Scheduling
Jan 3rd·12:00.p.m.'
. ' ... -, -," ,." ',,' .. , ....... ' .. "
. ~.- ,~. .~.4tb,~(-~.·B~.ilding.. ,: .. '. :" :.> ':'. :~:.. ~ .
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announced t hat CUNY had
allocated the newest generation of
I B\1 computers. speci fically the
IB\1 ~300 to Baruch College's
ECC. Iniuallyr his computer was
10 replace the old IB\1 360-22 and
then event ually take over part of
the workload of the PDP 1I /~O.
The ECC is in desperate need of
this new equipment to alleviate
t he current and constant l y
growmg breakdowns of the
present svsrern .
Unfortunarelv. as fate would
hav e it. it seems that Mr. Joel
Segall. President of Baruch
College, believes that this new
computer system is needed by the
Administration and not the ECC.
Presently the Administration has
an IB\1 360-40. After having
spoken to former employees of
the computer center in the Ad-
ministration, it seems that their
problem is not one of faculty
equipment but poor work con-
ditions, low salary. and inef-
ficient use of resources.
Some students are under the
is one of the few, if only, means
'of reaching the entire student
body. Secondly. only after a,
paper is capable of informing
students, it should then in-
vestigate alleged problems and
scandals within the school. While
these purposes can be succinct ly
stated, they are extremelv difficut. .
to carry our. As much as I admire
good fiction writing and poetry.
these genres do nor help to fulfill
the mission of this or any other
college news paper.
Mr. Hintzen also asserts that
"one should not expect it (The
Ticker) to compete in contents
wit h daily publications." When.
may I ask. has the Daily News or
The New York Times covered a
story on a Baruch dean resigning.
schedule changes or a locker
room robbery at Baruch? Never.
to the best of my knowledge. Stu-
dents have a right to know what is
happening around their school.
We, as student journalists. have
the obligation to present this news
in an ethical manner.
" ... a creeping dictatorship at
'.
THE TICKER
.Problem in the E.C.C.
Responsibilities of a Student Newspaper
1'0 the Editor:
As one who has been closely
associate-a with The Ticker for the
past. year and a half, as b9th a
reporter and. news editor, I feel
compelled to reply to a letter writ-
ten by Miles A. Hinrzen, which
was published in the Dec. II issue
of The Ticker.
Mr. Hint zen castigates the
editor-in-chief. Mart in McOow-
ell, and the editorial staff for not
publishing short stories and
poems. Mr. Hint zen asserts that.
The Tkker "is a SCHOOL
publication and NOT a regular
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Student Activities are vital to a successful college. especial-
ly a commuter college such as Baruch. These programs and
events inspire student unity and morale.
A vast number of these programs give the student a chance
to experience different cultural ideas, greatly enhancing their
education. It is of the utmost importance for students to have
access to these programs.
By allowing classes to 'be held during club hours, adminis-
tration has again neglected its responsibilities to the students.
Vice-President Green has already stated that Baruch does not
conform to certain regulations set, when determining class
scheduling. But the unwillingness to assure that 2 predeter-
mined free hours are not violated, is a prime example of ad-
ministration's lack of concern for students.
The time has come for administration to stop neglecting
st udent needs, and remember that we the st udent s are the sole
reason for their employment.
Sandy J acolow Editor-in-chief
Edward E. Scott II Senior Editor
Keith Almodovar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Business Manager
April Dunleavy Advertising Manager
Donald Laub .•........................ News Editor
Amit Govil Editorial Assistance
Diane Salvatore Arts & Features Editor
Steve Koenig . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Editorial Assistance
Ernest G. Fagan Sports Editor
Peter Lewison . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Photography Editor
Clark Sparks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Graphics Editor
Richard Hill Copy Editor
Martin Mcfrowell Editorial Consultant
News Staff: Arts & Features Staff:
Mary Cunningham Susan Cuccinello
Freddie Ellis Jr. Miles Hintzen
Anthony Wells Debbie Jurek
Dennis Eddington Marie Manuella
Howard Riell Dawn Rodriquez
Bill Dudley Donna Terruso
Helen Chan Sharon Winfield








Another void will be felt with the departure of St~H~
Koenig and Diane Salvatore. They were an integral pan
of the nucleus that enabled Ticker to continually strengthen
and improve. With each future issue of Ticker a part of them
will always remain.
I beg to di ffer , The Ticker is a
The staff of The Ticker :would like (0 express its gratitude student newspaper. In my role as
Cfnd1:>e-srwis-nes-forfulure--mIT~mrl~rrrirrMclm\n:*-tt-was--t--rt'pon er -and news edi tor, I have
with his dedication and leadership (hat The Ticker was able to always felt that a college news-
emerge as a respectable and creditable newspaper. The Ticker paper has two important pur-
can only hope (0 carryon, [0 the best of our abilities. the poses. The first is to inform the
ideas and goals Mr.McDowell had set. It will be extremely student population as to what
items and events are taking place
difficult to replace him and his talents. as they both will be
in the school, and to a lesser
sorely missed. dearee, in the surrounding corn-- -
rnunity. At a commuter school
like Baruch, a student newspaper
.
............... InD.tlll. Db"'~lnJ_")• 2"
•••c.n ......." s ..- .. , IFF 11 .....
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As students of the '70s leave
college, they take with them new,' .
knowledge and increased
inidividual powers. No one says >.
that these powers should not be
used to enjoy. a comfortable
lifestyle. However, it will have
been a waste if students do not use
these powers to help others better
their lives. This country. and in
fact, the world, is' ata I urning
point. Do we draw inward, and
"become Ii ke . Silas Marner. a
miser, constantly worrying about
what someone might take from
us? Or will we discover as Silas
did with Eppie-the baby that
was left in his house, the baby
thal he raised and loved as his
own-that concern for another
not only benefits the person to
whom the aid is directed, but that
it also benefits the person who is
giving of themselves?
The students of the '70s have,
as a popular song of the decade.
put it, "the power of a thousand
new ideas," a power that can
make the 80s, and the years
beyond, good times, both
materially and spiritually.
. Perhaps it is a condemnation of
the '70s to end with a quote from
a great figure of the '60s, but they.
are words that are as timely today
as when .Robert Kennedy spoke
them •. words. ~h~t shouldstay ~ith.'.
us'as we march through the '80s
and on-toward the 21st century:
, 'So hi' hA'", me~-t ngs -as--t.--,.". ..ar-e ·~.,~_ .. o
and' ask, why?/1 . dream things
that never -were. and say, why
not! "
work. Students of the 70s have ~
had as much energy as those of
the '60s; the energies have just
been directed in di fferent ways.
So what lies ahead for the '80s?
The industrialized world faces a,
crucial energy problem. Theprice
of oil can only rise. This will
mean enormous changes in our
lifestyles, forced or voluntary.
Inflation shows no sign of lwtring
up. Interest rates are up. Young
people are having a harder time
.buying a home, and many people
must constantly juggle the family
budget to make do until the next
paycheck. Not very promising.
Despite these dire signs, hope
remains. The students of the '70s
have been influenced by the '60s.
Students of the '70s, as did those
of the '60s, realized that' the
individual has enormous powers.
The difference is that the '60s saw
that power used toward a social
end, while the '70s saw that power
used toward a· personal end.
People are no longer as naive as
they once were. People realize
that just because someone in' a
position of authority says
something does not mean it is
necessarily so. And let us not
think that the '70s was a dead
decade as far as social issues are
concerned. The women's
movement has, grown, .rremen-
dously. Opponents of, nuclear
power have organized and staged
demonsrrarions, ' . Consumer
protection organizations are now
commonplace. Social activism did
nor die in 1969.
own welfare and advancement. If
this is in fact true, what lies in
store for the '80s? More of the
same?
First one time must be cleared.
This is the charge of student
apathy. One must be careful when
comparing students of the '60s
with students of the '70s. Times
were different. If the U.S. was
presently fighting a war for
reasons that were at best dubious,
a war in which 19 and 20 year olds
were being slaughtered, I doubt
that students would be passive.
When faced with the prospect of a
death that is avoidable, a person's
. perspective' changes.
Students of the '70s have seen
hard times, whereas students of
the '60s did not. Students of the
'70s have been hit with inflation,
and seen college graduates have
difficutly finding jobs, ex-
periences which were foreign to
students of the '60s. As for
apathy, no one could charge
students today of being apathetic
to their Sl udies. Perhaps the flow
has gone too far the ot her way, as
oppposed to the free aneeasy
spirit of students in the '60s.
Whatever, students today are not
apathetic when it comes to hard
associate with the 70s begin? Did
<'t they start with Watergate? Or the
recession that followed the '73-
'74 oil, embargo? Was it when
students with liberaJ arts degrees
found it difficult to get jobs in
their field? Or did the ambiance
of. the '70s start with the with-
drawal of ground forces from
Vietnam and the end of military
conscription in 1973? Pick one or
all, it seems that '70s did not
really begin until almost the
middle 01 the decade.
What are those things that have
been associated with the '70s? Is it
the "social malaise" and "crisis
of confidence" that Mr. Caner, .
talks of? Perhaps. Maybe it is
disco and electric blow, dryers.
What can you say about a decade
that looks up to Redd Fox, John
Travolta and Farah Faw-cett
Majors, as opposed to the 60's
when people. respected Martin
Luther King, Bob Dylan and
Raben Kennedy?' Maybe not
much. The most condemning
statement that can be made about
th .
70s is that people just don't care
about anyone but themselves.
Some say the generation of the
'70s is only concerned about its
'-
Doubts about C.U.N.Y~ Audit. ' ~...
Leaving- the "Me .Decade.and Entering the ~80s.
b}' Donald Laub
"0 brave new world that has
.. such people in it. Let's start at
once." So says John Savage in
Aldous Huxley's Brave New
World. John Savage travels to the
new world with curiosity and
optimism. He finds it lacking
when he reaches the new land.
Will the students of the 1970's
experience the same let down
when the 1980's arrive?
The 1970s has been labeled the
"Me Decade" by some, a time
when people have been "into"
their own pleasures, concerned
about meeting their own needs
and not worrying about anyone
else. The '70s has also been
pointed out as a time of student
apathy. Are these charges Hue?
To a degree they are, especially
when compared to the '60s. But
one must be careful when
commenting on a span of ten
-years .
. The spirit of the 1960s did not
stop in 1969. The war in Vietnam
continued on through the early
1970.5. Student strikes and
demonstrations were as much a
pan of the beginning years of the
'70s as t heyw ere of the ending
years of the '60s.
When did those things we
'To the Editor: President Segall the courtesy of one with students." One can present 10 their Uassigned" ferences, with six to .nine named
I write as the chairman of the allowing him to state his version, expect auditors working under a locations. The plain fact is that students. Thus, where records.
Baruch Chapter of the but inserts into his quoted Republican Comptroller to the auditors did-not know what, - were available, we were in a
Professional Staff Congress, statements what purport to be oppose expenditures for coun- locations were assigned; they position to show that the auditors
which, as you know, is the rebuttals. I submit 'that it is selors. But does the Ticker? I simply went to .the faculty were wrong. but even though this
collective bargaining represen- improper t~ insert your own should assume that Baruch member's office. If they did riot information was' gathered in
tative for CUNY staff. I was words inside the quotation marks students would fight to defend the find him there, they recorded him April, the report came out
surprised to find that the Ticker, used to indicate the remarks of status of, and appropriations for, as absent. Or if they did find him unamended in June.
in the November 8th issue, fell for another, Both truth and m- counselors. and discovered that he was Some of' the items are so
tqe Republican-sponsored attack telligibility suffer. The suggestion by the auditors marking papers, they concluded inexplicable that it should bec. the City University and on So too y01,1r reporter, salivating that staff were "overpaid more that he was not on duty. The perfectly obvious that the
BaruchCollege in particular. over the possibility of charging than $352,000" (as' your reporter absurdity should be evident to auditors were simply trying to pile
It should be elementary that "misappropriations," failed summarizes and italicizes) is so any' Baruch student. ,A faculty up inconsequential volume in
one looks at the source of completely to do an accurate piece preposterous that even a naive advisor may be on duty but if a order to give an impression that
allegation before accepting them. of investigation. Surely such an journalist· would have been led to student fails to keep his ap- something mu~t be wrong. Why
00 The auditors' report emanated investigation would have turned inquire, "Why doesn't the State pointment, obviously the advisor does your reporter consider it
from the office of State Cornp- up the fact that the President of sue to recover the money? Isn 't will put the time to use. wrong that professors should be
troller Edward V. Regan, who the Professional Staff Congress, that the purpose of an audit?" But this is not the full story. .assigned tooadmi~istr,a!i~~.t~ks, ,_ o.
was the only Republican elected on behalf of the City University The answer, of course, is that When I was informed about the for which their expertise qualifies
to' state-wide office in the last faculty as a whole, had sent such a suit would be laughed out allegations in April, I checked them? Wherein lies the scandal in
election. The purpose of the Comptroller Regan a three-page, of court and would demonstrate promptly with the individuals the fact (I quote your reporter)
report was to strike a blow at the single-spaced reply, dated August the dishonesty of the report. involved in two of the depart- that U a Professor and Associate
Democratic administration by 2, 1979, whose content has never As a teacher. I would like to ments. It turned out that they Professor were assigned as
hitting at CUNY. Unfortunately, been acknowledged. (I enclose a believe that even this journalistic were members of the Graduate Director and Assistant Director
Comptroller Regan and his copy.) misadventure on the part of the Faculty and, as has been the of the Computer Center?" Why
upstate fellow-Republicans have The PSC letter points out, for Ticker can teach a valuable practise for years, performed not?
. always attempted to cut City ex arn pie ~ t hat the job lesson. You can always recognize their services in the Graduate In the last analysis, the key
University appropriations. classifications assigned to a McCarthyite tactic by the fact Division offices on the 9th floor question is this: In a fight between
Unknowingly, the Ticker is giving counselors, librarians, etc., as that it exaggerates and multiplies., of the 26th Street Building. In politicians in Albany w-bo are
aid and' comfort to this members of the faculty are the the allegations so that the victim direct contradiction to the laying the groundwork for cutting
destructive campaign. result of negotiations, formal finds it" almost impossible to statement of the auditors that no City University appropriations
. As the faculty representative, I decisions by the New York State handle all thedetails. It should be records were kept, it has 'always and a faculty who are trying to
was shown excerpts from .the Public Employment Relations enough to point out the worst of been the practise of. the Graduate rebuild the prestige of CUNY and
report in April 1979. We hastened Board (May 17, 1973-note the the distortions, and leave it at Office to' keep a log on the time who arepressing for additional
to submit a documented reply year), confirmed by an impartial that. As judges charge juries in spent by a faculty member-and funding, where does the r~er .. ,
which was ignored by the auditors arbitrator, (June 9, 1976). The criminal cases, "If you find a the names of the students with ,stand? _ : ~" __. ..... . ':'.:.!
because it did not suit their PSC ~ letter _ pointed that witness lied in one major item, ..: '!I!~-, Jle ~.el~~_¥·~~-t\i~~:,.~~"--- '~~,v~.-._~:.,s~~~:~ "'::~~'~ . ,:
political purpos~~; Pr~si~~ ~~·tollnSdOr{:~who have faculty; you have the rikfJt to disregard all ~~~~~;~ ",:i t:»:~ _~ <,~; .:
Segall attempted to ~y~;'but his status teach-.in tire classroom; his stat~ents." . .' with beina--absent-.· the·-r~ of ' '''RO~~~: .. IN,:' .:~
answer too was disregarded. Your (some of them for as much as ~f COnsl~.t~~eg~tlO~a~~1I1~t '. t~~~Off"ace show~~~, •. '.. . ....~~~;~' o' .z' .. 'c'-'
o • . ' .0' ..... "..... •• : thai" WOtldoad)y.. in- 'study skills: .named;· Ibcllvtdual rae1l1~'"''·....m..te~were.~lIM!e'nurin' .. ' ..·~JOtt.tik,~rli. ". ·::c.J.~. - ..
. reporter, apparent~-:·.RItertI. Oft. W :r.~'dOd'okWt._~~#.!.£~:~·t~<)~.~";'~~~~~~........' ,.....Ib.....-----a.:. ~-... ...~'>k~..."..' ,. -' .
..-~("a.....ilil:~~~Ztfli'cfdW~-......~,~ ."_.'~~ '"~''-_~J''. .'> :- .lbu~YJ~I~ o..to-oae'·' COD-' . 0 ~ ••• ''- •• ,.:. ,".' :-",-:!O,~:~7 .i
~ . ~ ". '- ....--..... . ~ ::"':.. ..-..-~... ,t";.,:"':':.'~--"--:.I..:"':':'::~"-"~"~'~...::..:."=~l:::"'~~"±:''''::;;:''~:~':::..:. .._~.~2:......~~J~~.,'~•• ~~~~.:.:~~:.;-~:\.~':i·~l£i''''.··Ii~1ii';·ii~v·......,r:~';I·' I"i~;..·..a.
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Speak Spanish fulently after just one year of study. "
Register for special intensive section: Spanish 1001 FGFF and
. -
for co-requisite Spanish Conversation Workshop'(SCW1).
Thanks to a new teaching method, _the Dartmouth Intensiye
Language Model, Baruch College invites you to enjoy Spanish
and speak it fluently.
/
For further 'information, contact Dept. of Modern· Languages.,
. . . ."








Register for French 1002 FRFF and co-requisite French
Conversation iWorkshop (FCW2).
_Thanks to a Title -III Grant, Baruch College .invites '
you to enjoy French and speak it fluently by the end
of 'the second semester. For further information .
. . '.~ ~
contact Dr. Debra Popkin, 725-3285, Project
Director.ofDartmouth Intensive Language Model.at ,',' .:
Baruch. " ,.. _>-_ _, _,' , ':.;. ,:. ,0.'. _ ___ .•,. _ _"'_
- - .. ,F .,'
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sexuality with the family. As an
older "fluff," he knows it is
easier to be discrete and live a
double life; "don't cause any
trouble ...
Bent takes us through some
gruesome Nazi horrors, such as
the forced rape of a dead 13 year
old girl-a test designed to prove
whether or not he's homosexual.
Mercifully, most of these tortures
take place offstage, even though
our imaginations make the terri-
fying worst of it. ,
As Max, Richard Gere proves
he is clearly one of our very best
stage actors. David Dukes is
perfect as Horst, the man Max
meets in the camp. 'Dukes bring
life to a character that others
would probably make too cold.
Special kudos go to George Hall
for his touching portrayal of
Uncle Freddie. We all know
someone like him, and Mr. Hall is
perfect. The whole production-
cast, staging, scenery, lighting-
exemplify what Broadway Thea-
ter is all about.
Bent is a very moral play for
these times, with the classical
themes of love, lost love, and
redemption in death. It's horribly
.realisric, and, draws your emo-
tions .out, leaving .youIimp.. for
all ,thal~ it's a very beaurifuland
life affirming piece of work. At
The New Apollo Theatre.
Student Center Program Board
announces
The First of its New Lecture Series
on




at Fordham-University & Adelphi
Friday,_~an.-4th, 1980
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It's difficult to-write a political
play without it turning into prop-
aganda; even harder .for it to
become Art. Martin Sherman's
Bent succeeds as art because it
transcends its immediate political
situation and painfully examines
human values.
. I
It's about Max and Rudy, the
lovers who wake up with a
hangover' and a forgotten guest
left over from the previous night's
party. It's about (hat young brute
appropriately named Wolf, and
his jealous Nazi lover, who has
him shot for infidelity.
Rudy's a dancer' at a cabaret,
and Greta, the heterosexual trans-
vestite owner of the club, con-
fesses betraying Wolf for the
money. He coldly states, "I've
made a lot of money off y~>ur
kind," and warns the pair not to
tell him where .they're running
to-or else he would do the same
to them.
One of the most touching
scenes is where Max meets his
older Uncle Freddie in the park.
They must be discrete, people
everywhere are being watched,
you can 'r}rust anybody anymore.
Uncle Freddie has a fake set of
identity papers-.but.Max won't go
without two-one for Rudy'. Un-
cle Freddie asks why Max has to
make such an issue of his homo-
"" .."'." .. '
·t .n ? .... , T ,. ,
... , ":3t.
Photo by Frank Kucijav'Sentry
But the winning scene is when
Ruth is sent on a story to coyer
the arrival of banana millionaires
in Brooklyn. "\\'here's -Brook-
lyn?" she asks frantically switch-
ing stockings with Eileen. "Oh.
~.
you can't miss it," her sister
scoffs. When Ruth comes charg-
ing back into the apartment with
a fleet from the Costa Rican navy
whq chatter ludely in Spanish, the
antics that ensue sweep the au-
dience into hysterics. A' standing
ovation for the Costa Rican Ad-
mirals!
Unfortunately, it was too dif-
ficult to recapture this high
energy level and the last scene
limps to a slow close. Bur con-
sidering the limitations of space,
rnonev and crew, I conarat ulare
stripper ("It's too bad you don't
strip. We're always looking for
new faces. "), and Denis Chessen
as Eileen's pansy suitor whose
best scene is delivered with a jaw-
hanging, eye-oogling drool to
Eileep, "Why you're-you're Bo-
hemians!" Also charasrnatic was
the Irish brogued cop, portrayed
by John Minore..
everyone involved in putting the
life back Into the auditorium.
romances. ' Well, I'm sorry to say
that it's not that simple. You see,
Guilio seems to have the impres-
sion that Francesca is his daugh-
ter from a Iong forgottenroman-
tic interlude. This one little piece
of 'information, however, doesn't
stop these two from continuing
4
their affair in the least. On the
contrary, when Guilio tells Fran-
cesca about his discovery, she
iildt.(('Jl~~r.aljrjan 'f.kat .
and reacts as though he. told her
that tomorrow is Friday.
This "so what" type of attitude
cont. . 1
. '. -. ,.' ~ -";
»; (
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Other noteables include Kris-
tina Decker as Violet, the tacky
air of -empty-headed anxiety,
which was commendable for a
first-time actress. Lynn Cervo,
who picked up more and more
momentum as she' went along,
showed a flair for exasperated
sarcasm and snapped our her lines
like a whip.
Apartment life really starts to
,be furr though when we meet the
rest of the neighborhood. Mr.
Appopolous played by Alexandr
Galperin, is 'the landlord and a
frustrated artist. Galperin, with
his booming voice and animated
manner, "oomphs" his way
through his character although
his heavy accent interferred at
times. Even the newcomers to the
stage were treats; Gary Ringel as
The Wreck, one half of the couple
upstairs, is wonderfully obnox-
ious as the muscle-bound but in-
nocent brute. In fact, one of the
best scenes in' the play is just
before the second act, when half
the city assembles frantically in
the tiny apartment. The strength
of the play seemeel to rely heavily
on the skill of the many minor
characters coming together.
............ .~ ,a• ...
,
-.
"Stay as Your Are"
by DianeSalvatore
The Speech Department's pre-
sentation of "My Sister Eileen"
brought life to the Baruch audi-
torium once again, after the stage
had become, a theatrical ghost-
town for two years. Produced .in
association with Theatron and
directed by Dr. Eleanor Ferrar,
the show drew an audience of ap-
proximately eight hundred for a
run of four nights. While this cer-
tainly .did , not .constitute any
financial success, "My Sister
Eileen" was easily a success from
an audience point of view.
The story line of "My Sister
Eileen" hit close £0 home for a
Baruch audience. Two out-of-
t owners, sisters Eileen and Ruth,
move into a poor excuse for a
basement apartment in the Vil-
lage. Eileen, a screen-star hopeful
who draws' men like a magnet,
and Ruth, a struggling writer
whose efforts are always comical-
ly bungled by her sister's life,
quickly become involved in the
bizarre antics of Village living.
By the second scene,· Eileen,
played by Andrea Dent, and
Ruth, Lynn Cervo, had warmed
on stage. Andrea Dent was es-
pecially good at maintaining an
•• . _ .'~ •.•••.. f.. ' .•.. " ""'__ I.
by Dawn Rodriguez
If you are ?ne of those people pily married, with a big beautiful
who believe that if you've seen mansion, tons of money in the
'OI~e love story, you've seen them bank and a daughter who stays
all, then ~o check out Albert Lat- out till all hours of the night until
-, tuda'sStay As You Are opening the nigh-I: 'she comes .horne preg-
. December 21st at the Beekman nant. Nevertheless this is a minor
Theatre ,and prove yourself incident compared to what's to
wrong. come.
This is a love story that beats Guilio meets up with Frances-
ttem all. I've heard of exag- ca, played by Nastassia Kinski, a
gerated circumst_~'~4~~' Pli !~~~~ ~.'~~~~~ianf~l!~ stu~~nt !,ho,
should be a limit~al$~..J . <in~C1Itljhilllrbm:fi..
is supposed to believe. with the .conslderabiYmore ma-
Marcello Mastrianni stars. as ture Marcello. By now' you're
Guilio, a rich Italian architect probabl~,saying.toyourself, 'It's
who lives' R e. e a, ii&1IJJ~~_""IIiIIlIillllill.....~i&'l~a..U~~~"'••" ••••••••••••••I!Ii~••••••••-"'•
1l8ie12
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Terry' (Linda Blair) &i
Bobby (Jim Bray) skate
in the big contest.
skating has its origins. Linda
Blair did all of her stunt work and
proved to be a very good skater,
perhaps due to the three month
training period she went through
prior to the filming of the movie.
Roller Boogie is an attempt by
writer/producer Irwin Yablans to
bring 'back the light, carefree
entertainment that was popular in
the' I~O's and 40's. "It's not a
socially redeeming movie, .. he ex-
plains, "it's just an old-fashioned
love, story' with an. honest end-
ing." While this' may be true.it is
also not. very realistic and whether
or not this kind of entertainment _
will catch on remains to beseen.
leans toward the camera and,
with dollar signs registering in his
eyes, cooly replies, "Our there!"
Yes indeed, all you Trekkies-
Star Trek is back!
enough money-also a nearcer-
rainty.) The stage is obviously set
for it. The story ends with the-
navigator asking €aptain Kirk
"Whats our heading, sir?" Kirk
Roller Boogie:' Beach
Blanket.Bingo on Wheels·
The crew of the'enterprise on the bridge.
Of course they fall in love, but
not before first saving the beloved
roller rink from being taken over
by the local bad guys, who want
to tear it down to put up a shop-
ping mall. Then comes the big
contest, and I'll bet you can't
guess who wins!
Skating scenes dominate the
movie, -giving U.S. amateur
champion Jim Bray 'a -chance to
exhibit his extraordinary talent.
The movie was shot in Venice,
California, where disco roller-
b~' Susan Cuccinello
, Tanned, muscular young males
and tall shapely young girls, all
in color co-ordinated outfits and
sporting their brightest prizewin-
ning smiles, dance and skate
their hearts out for you in the
opening number of "Roller Boog-
ie." This type of activity contin-
ues throughout this movie which,
focuses on (or should it be cashes
in") on the latest craze, disco
rollers kat ing.
I
The plot IS relatively simple as,'
well as being relatively small.
Terry Barkley, played by Linda
Blair, is an accomplished flout ist .
and daughter of a rich Beverly.
Hills couple. She has just received
a scholarship to J ulliard but is un-
satisfied with her life and feels un-.
-Ioved by her parents who think
nothing of taking off for a week-
end without first saying goodbye.
Bobby James, played by Jim Bray!
in his acting debut. is.a poor burj
happy amateur skater who rent~
skates on a boardwalk in Venice]
for a living and dreams of some-j
Jay competing 10 the Olympics.l
The two meet on the boardwalk
where Bobby is showing off his
skating abilities. They later meet
at the local rink where Bobby
teaches her how to disco skate, in
preparation for the big Roller
u.::>ogie contest which she dreams
of winning.
The real stars of the show are
special effects .wizards Douglas
Trumbuil (2001: A Space Odysee,
Andromeda Strain, Close En-
counters, and Silent Running) and
John Dvkstra (Star Wars, Battle-
star Galactica.) who have almost
certainly bagged themselves yet
another Oscar with their ultra-
fantastic images, ranging from
Fantastic Voyage-It ke energy
mazes to re-designed Enterprise,
with even a glimpse or two
of 23rd century San Francisco
thrown in at no extra charge.
While an artistic accomplishment
surpassing such monuments as
the Ten Commandments and Star
Wars, they are at the. same time
the reason for the fi lrns major
weakness. So spectacular and in-
triguing is' the visual assault that
director Wise seems almost reluc-
tant to pull the camera's eye from
it. The result is a 2 hour cor-.
nucopia of super-sophisticated
technology and far flung galactic
psychedelics. with interaction and
examination of our heroes held
to a disappointing minimum. One
leaves the theater thinking- that
t hey have seen not so much Star
Trek as Color Trak.
Star Trek I I? In this day and
age it seems almost a certainty
(pro\ ided the original makes
Hollywood. "
One scene Mr. Fosse could have
alleviated was actual open heart
surzerv. This adds nothing to the'"' . '"'
film except nausea.
Except for this' Mr. Fosse has
constructed a movie that will
leave. the audience entertained.
bewildered. and full of thought.
The dancing scenes
choreographed by Mr. Fosse and
his troupe 'are exquisite and well
worth the admission charge, "All
That Jazz" is that good and will'
be talked about for quite a while.
Joe Gideon (Roy Scheider) converses with the mysterious Angeligue
a shower, popping Dexidrel,
inserting eye drops, then finally
looking in the mirror and saying
··It's showtime," in a constant
sequence. By midway through the
film, one could get refreshment
during these sequences, and not
miss a bit of the film.
Special appearances by Ben
Vereen, and Cliff Gorman add an
extra touch of glitter to. the film.
Mr. Vereen is the highlight of the
closing number' ashe sings and
dances. Mr:Ve.reen is also used to
. .., ""'" .•...
exemplify the routine silliness of
"the beautiful people of
I.
ous yet unstoppable cosmic cloud
which threatens not only to con-
sume the Earth and everything
eise, but put an end £0 a mult i-
million dollar cult industry.
Produced by Star Trek origina-
tor and ··Big Daddy" Gene Rod-
denberry and directed by Robert
(West Side Story, The Sound of
Music, The Day! he Ear! h Stood
Still) Wise, the film falls into
precisely the trap about which
Roddenberry had expressed con-
cern during its shooting.
"What we don't want," he was
quoted as saying, ··is to get so
caught up trying to equal the
special- effects of Star Wars and
Close Encounters that we lose
the human element. ,. Unfortun-
ately, that is just what happens,
with the result of having over 400
crewmen' doing tittle more than
standing, arms at sides, watch-
ing Armageddon unfold around
them. There is little evidence
of the kinship and cornraderie
among the crew which so enriched
the TV series, although Dr. Me-
Coy does enter the story as ir-
, rascible .as ever r·I did not re-
enlist. .. I was drafted!") But
such displays are few and far be-
tween, with the great majority of
the action merely observed by the
crew through. the bridge's viewing
screen.
by Howard Riell
It took 10 years, hundreds of
conventions, countless reruns,
and sc.ncwhere in the neighbor-
hood ,\;-. $40.000,000, but Star
Trek i,,'-: nally back. And it 's ...
well.. Star Trek-which is all
most .~ :._'K fanatics really wa'"!t
anyway. as their lost love. resur-
rected movie form after more
than a decade, opens in theatres
across [1 1 ,_, country.
Retu: :::r:g with a modernly re-
designec. xhip, a universe-destroy-
. ing adversary, the wildest collec-
tion of special effects in movie
history, and not a few signs of
age. the crew of the U.S.S. Enter-
prise warps back into the 20th
century in hopes that the droves
of Trekkies who've pledged undy-
ing support since the show's
demise in 1969 will pledge $4.00
in 1979.
Recreating their by now im-
mortalized roles as Capt. James
T. Kirk. Mr. Spock, and Dr. Mc-
Coy are, respectively, William
Shat ner, Leonard Nirnoy, and
DeForrest Kelly. Backed by all
the rest of the Star Trek regulars
(James Doohan, Nichelle Ni-
chols. George Takei.· Walter
Koenig, Majel Barret, and Grace
Lee Whitney), plus newcomers
Stephen Collins and Persis Kharn-
balta, they and the Enterprise
return to try and stop a mysteri-




L,)n ~ ')""~ who' STunned
Broad« ~I\ with such spcct aculars
as "Chnrus Line" and "Dan-
ci n ' .. com es to the siher <creen
wit h ".-\11 That Jau." His
c h o r eo g r a p h y soar" with
spelndor , but unf'ort unat ely the
scr i pt is weak and only sav ed by
his true talents, dancing.
Roy- Scheider, play s Joe
Gideon, an aging dir ect or ,
producer, who is said to be styled
after Mr. Fosse himself. All
Gideon seems to know is women,
drugs. and dance. His life
becomes so dostraught , and
routine he verges on living a
dream world. Later this leads to
Gideon's inability to differ from
fantasy and.rality. and finally life
and death.
Ann Reinking plays Gideon's
lover, Kate Jagger. who steals the
show. If the film was only 2 hrs.
of Ms. Reinking, it would be a
masterpiece..Unfortunately, she
is not used as much and has only
one lengthy number.
Mr. Fosse uses an interesting
technique, bUI constantly showing
Gideon talking to his Angel of
Death (Jessica Lange), They run
through his life, as a woman's
man, and Father. These'scenes
show the real person Gideon is. '.
Mr. Fosse tries to reinforce his










is L.A.X. from Prelude. L.A.X.
is pure r&b disco, with horns and
everything, and wonderful sax
breaks by Doug Richardson (El
Coco). The hit Dancing at The
Disco is yet a different mix from
the two issued on the 12" single.
cont. 'on p. 14.
that the "father" turns out to be
Francesca's step-father instead.
The audience is happy once again,
The acting is done fairly well
with or without the actors" clothes
on.... .The Italian scenery is
a' refreshing change from -the
, ..
City.
There are, however: a few things
to keep in mind before spending
your last four dollars for this
. foreign frolic. The film depends
heavily on your knowledge of the
Italian language and/or _ your
ability to read English subtitles. If
you have fear of falling asleep due
to boredom of this ridiculous
plot, not to worry: since there are
enough nude scenes in this film to
keep you awake.
, My final note, however, is that
Stay As You Are would be better








For Your Used Textbooks
(Current Editions Only)
"Stay as YOU
w. pay top Milar for Y'»ur college
textbooks. regard.... 01 coJJete attended, .
Con't-on p.' 11
doesn't. quite seem plausible to
me, but then again maybe I JUSt
haven't been to enough foreign
films lately. Of course no movie
should be considered a total
waste.. There -are SO!J1e funny
episodes, such as the scenes in
which Mastrianni tries to find
proof from, various people that
Francesca could not be his daugh-
ter, and in turn gets just (he op-
posite responses. In one particu-
lar scene, before Guilio tells
Francesca (hat he believes he' is
her father, Francesca tells Mastri-
anni she wants him to meet her
"father" _ At this point every-
one in the audience '(whoever is
still awake) is heartbroken having
been certain that Guilio really was
Francesca ' s fat her. The screen
shows a contented Mastrianni un-
til he reaches the house and finds
Toots and the Maytals new el-
pee is Pass the"Pipe, featuring yet
another version of Get Up Stand
Up. On Inside Outside, Toots
Hibbert pays a special tribute to
Otis Redding and Memphis soul.
It's a low key but powerful al-
burn. An overlooked disco album
teresting, although it makes one
look fondly back to the Kinks'
underrated 'Preservation.
Jethro Tull's Stormwatch may
. be disconcerting to old-time fans, "
but it's concern with contempor-
ary issues (oil spills, etc.) is well
integrated with Tull's music and
works well. It's an album on par
with Benefit and Heavy Horses.
Tony Banks of Genesis has a 'solo
album out, and A Curious Feeling
will satisfy those who like ram-
bling gothic-rock concept-type
albums. It's delicately beautiful,
like the previous solo outings of
Anthony Phillips.
On the' new wave side, the Slits
give a new image to "girl
groups." A sort of Roneues with
switchblades, on their Antilles de-
but album Cut .. ' the Slits sing
of dumping boyfriends, needing
fixes, shoplifting, and being
tough. You'd better love them or
they'll beat you up. They're ex-
tremely good if you like that
son of thing. On Ralph Records,
Snakefinger's Chewing Hides the
Sound owes a great deal to Cap-
tain Beefheart , who did this kind
of stuff fifteen years ago. Snake-
finger does this stuff well in a new
wavy way.
Strictly for Laughs
by Sieve Koenig ,
Well here we go, a last chance we've been waiung for, but it's
to cover the- newest' and the her most consistent to date. She's
neatest. The No Nukes M.U.S.E. good on the M.U.S.E. record, but
Concerts is out; a 3 disc set with' even there she hardly shows what
great packaging, great music, and she can do live. While we're talk-
awhole lotta spirit. In fact the set ing about women singers, Toni
is so charged with excitement, the Brown of Joy Of Cooking has
performers hardly have a chance released a self-titled solo album,
to concentrate on making An, but and with help from producer
th~ whole thing is irresistable . Henry Lewy (Joni Mitchell), her
anyway~_ talent is brought to fruition. This
Standout moments are CSN is an adult' rock'ri'roll album-_
singing Teach Your Children class all the way.
joined by the whole audience, Blondie's Eat to The Beat is
Jackson Browne's duet with teenage fantasy stuff, slickly pro-
Graham Nash, Springsteen doing duced, and fine in its own way,
the classic Stay with Jackson but it isn't Parallel Lines, which
Browne; and the shamefully un- will set the standard for some
derexposed Sweet Honey In The time to come. Another rock 'ri'roll
Rock, who even here are given album for grownups is the Boom-
only 1:16todotheirstuff. town Rats' The Fine Art Of Sur-
Sweet Honey In The Rock is facing. They've achieved a
five powerful black women sing- brilliant synthesis of hard rock
ing a capella, and they can sing! with intelligence and wit. The
These women's roots are so music is carefuly planned out, but
strong (hey could strangle you! the spirit is there rockin'.
They have two albums out; the. Zappa's released Acts' 2 & 3
first,' on Flying Fish, isa slow of Joe's Garage, and thanks to its
burn; the second, on Holly Near's unabashed obscenity and absurdi-
Redwood label, is a scorcher. Buy ty, it makes. the grade. This is a
them both, you deserve it. slightly political saga of music,
<,
._ Jk~!1ni~ .Rain is a great singer ~ '.' being banned and sex becoming
who's fared poorly on disc, and mechanized and individuality de-
The Glow is still not the great one stroyed. It's never less than in-
b~' Marie Manuella
Steve Martin has expanded his
career by writing and starring in
the movie The Jerk, presented
by Universal Pictures. The story,
• even with a thin plot, was effec-
tive by allowing Mr. Martin to
create a - hilarious illusion of
himself as being a poor black boy.
How could you identify a white
born male brought up by a black
family? How about a white man
with "black" styles? Navin
Johnson (Steve Martin) is this
person., Without true identity, he
goes out into the world to make
something of himself. The story,
however, is not what makes the
movie effective. Instead of a stage
for Steve Martin to perform on,
there are citvblocks and other. ,
familiar surroundings., Acting is
anot her minor aspect of the
movie, since most of the movie
was chock-full of slapstick jokes I arie ( madettePeters) kisses husband-Navin (Steve Martin)
which called for physical move- get married. These promises were weird way of showing his affec-
ments not acting: Therefore, kept but in an unusual way. One tion for Marie. He would lick her
Beradette Peters, who played the day he was penniless, the next he face, sing war-time songs, and
role of Marie, did not have to use was rich, the following day he fell play the,' bugle while they were
her acting abilities. This movie in love, and then he got married, making love. All this' had me in
does not degrade ·her reputation .The new life style was "fun" as stiches. As a matter of fact, the
as a good actress but did not do Navin saw it. As for Marie, it was best. scenes in the movie were
anything for it. As for Steve Mar- not because Navin had the in- when Marie and Navin were in-
tin, his, objective was to make telligence of a grade school child. timaie. One actually felt the
people.Iaughc.waich required no She had to teach him right from awkwardness between them.
actingc >~ ",I.:! ; " •• ', " :-",1.'- '__ wronga"pide:him!ti~l)cial1)L-an.d-,. Since the :mO-vie Jacks a good
The.,fnUDor~begiJls-,whts:Navin tr:Y.to:cr:elat~;-J~-;niJn,-s:e~lJy~~·.~, storyand 'joodacting, I recom-
Johnson makes two .promises to was like-a mother-son relatien-.': mend that y~ only 'goand pay
. his adopted Jamily. One, he,will shiRwith ~~. . . ' '. . top dollar to see it if you enjoy . '.' " r. "''',' '''t
. " (; ',' :.,~,."'.' .' .. : 't,~,, -r :..,...Al\",.. 'd·.',' 't'~~'. '~"--';;\'.~~ ". ',~.~"., " W "~·r~"'~.:;~~in-·bacf;·a; 'senseless'co~". .,'\ '1' ('i';' .;' .. ';.:~
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by Sandy Jacolow (Tim Matheson) and the Gener- things going on at once. Director
. The- advertising for "1941" is al's secretary Donna (Nancy Steven Spielberg has overdone it
heralding the movie as a comedy Allen). The two must borrow an in trying to match his earlier sue-
spectacular, but it greatly seems aircraft to satisfy Donna's cesses. Mr. Spielberg does add an
to resemble the year ""1941". womanly urges. . amusing touch to the movie's
Unfortunately the booms in What would a Hollywood beginning, with an overshadow-
"1941" are dropped on the audi- movie be without a love triangle. ing of Jaws.
ence, in the form of a screenplay, Wally (Bobby DiCicco) and Betty The screenplay written causes a
,which lacks dialogue, and the (Dianne Kay) want each other. major problem, for material that
sparse use of Dan Aykroyd and Sit arski (Treat Williams) wallis is supposed to be funny, it is weak
John Belushi. Betty, and doesn't care about and disjointed. The laughs are
But when the duo is on the Wally. Betty doesn't want Sitar- few and far between and if not for.
screen they're hilarious. Wild Bill ski· and can't get rid of him. the visual actions there would be
Kelso (John Belushi) is a raucous That's how it goes until the happy no laughs at' all. Most of 'the
ace fighter pilot on an endless ending. In between all of this visual lauch can be attributed to
search for Japanese attackers madness Wally dances up a storm John Belushi. His expressions and
over Los Angeles. Sargeant Tree that is well worth seeing. actions are priceless, as a cigar
(Dan Ak yroyd), a tank unit com- By the end of the movie, ~he chomping pi lor. Just watching
Olander. unt il rendered uncon- scenery built for "1941". a Belushi drink a bottle of soda is
scious by a plastic Santa on replica of Hollywood Blvd., Jook s hysterical.
Hollywood Blvd. like Hiroshima after the war. Aside from the visual comedy
Some of the movies best laughs Although the all-star cast adds "1941" lacks firework. original i-
come from the sexual innuendos gl it t er to their individual ty, and the only spectacular thing
and acts exchanged by Brikhead segments, there are roo many about "1941" is the money
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pressings are apparently by the
same folks who do'EC\l: excel-




Students considering the .study
of law are invited to visit New
York University School of Law on
Friday afternoons to speak with
admissions representatives and
students; and at other times during
the week to observe classes.
New York U-niversity is
affirmative action/equal
portunity institution. The Law
School encourages applications
from members of minority groups.
Please phone the Admissions.
Office (598-2516) for more in-
formation," . ~.~.
cont, from p. 13.
On the mellow side. we have
Robert . Kraft and The Ivory
Coast's Moodswing on RSO.
Kraft is a cabaret performer
doing a Lambert. Hendricks and
Ross kind .of thing. and doing it
\\ ell: a fine debut. From the
SOUl hern Appalachians comes
Mountain Swin~~ by the Luke
Smathers String Band. They mix
traditional mountain music with
the swing runes of the 30's and
40' s , and anyone who likes tradi-
tional bluegrass or the popular
song should check [his out. It' s
from June Appal. which records
Appalachian music., and their
bother me," he said.
Acevedo. in the wake of his
third second place finish, had'rhis
to say. .. Nor taking anything
away from Marchelos, I feel I
should've won. But I'll be here
next year for one more shot."
Rob Marsillo had similar com-
ments. "J just have to wor k
./ harder on my overall size, and my
arms. I have to be better in
everyt hing because next year is
my last chance to win ...
Parsons. Holness. Acevedo.
Marsillo and many 01 hers will be
back next year to challenge
Marchelos for the title. Hold on









23rd St. Bldz. every Thursdav
~ - -
from 12:30 10 2:30 and all are in-
vired to come. The next Tourna-
ment will be scheduled sometime
in the Spring. If you have any
questions that you would like
answered but can't make it on
Thursdays. just leave a message in
BOX 360 of the Student Activities
office and it will be answered.
secutive weeks. There were eigh-
teen contestants cornpet ing in
single elimination, in which the
top three shooters received tro-
phies. First Place went to Andrew
Kozusko with an incredible tour-
nament record of (I I-I). Second
Place was taken by Tom Bardroff
with a (9-3), and Chris Janos took
Third with a (8-4). TI1.e DART
CLUB shoots in Rm. 1008 of the
NEW YORK TIMES
Now that you have
been receiving the New
York Times on campus
at lSC a copy. Keep it
up! Next term the only








c: bout.i ,prOlessor.a ..outJt;~,.
The DART CLUB, which has
post ers and 'signs everywhere, has
turned out to be one of the top
new dubs formed this year. The
President and founder of the
dub, Andrew Kozusko, seems to
I hink the club will be a big suc-
cess. The club started wit h len
members and, as of now, has
doubled in size. The DART
CLUB held it's first Tournament







playing in the trammg program
should leave their name with the
Phs. Ed. department by February
28, 1980.
In the John Jay game Baruch
corrected their game style and
came from behind to win 4-2.
They continued their winning .----
ways by outlasting C.C.N. Y. 1-0.
This was a fine performance of
the Baruch defensemen, _"
Playing 'shorthanded the States-
men traveled to Raapo for their
next thriller. It was Gus SE.~·s day
rhere as he scored both .' ~ Ba-
ruch's goals in the teams ;-2 tie.
This was very upsetting .: or the
team because they expected to win
this game. This left the team in a
2-2-1 record with another hard
playing team next.
The soccer squad had their
troubles once again when' they
faced Medgar Evers; they played
against a very experienced team
and were not as yet prepared to
play competitive soccer. The 4-0
loss to Medgar Evers put the team
under .500 for the second time in
the season.
The team played an excellent
game of standard soccer when
they overcame Queens College
3-1. The goal scoring style of /
Coote (2) and Franklin (I) lead
the Baruch attack. These two
players kept pressing the team on
as they out played York College
in a &-0 win. Stuart Coote had
three goals and assisted in
Franklin's score in the Baruch
victory.










McDowell is, a Senior and
wants to make the best of his last
shot at the nationals. Two years-
ago he suffered a-torn ligament
in his ankle that still has not ..
returned to full strength. Last
year he was one bout away from it
and is determined to make it this
year.
In a way, McDowell's attitude.
reflects that on the entire team;
they are determined to get to ancl
do well in the Nationals, and
. they're ready to do what ever it
would take to get there.
---.
--
: ,.;... s-.. :>.
boys bused. it up to Purchase,
N.Y. and treated their hosts with
little respect. Against Purchase,
who is in its first year of inter-
collegiate fencing; Marty Me-
Dowell was Fencer of the Day,
an award voted among the
Baruch team for the MVP during
a win. McDowell went 3-0 with 5
touches scored against him. Lew-
ison, Sheperd, .Quiles, Tarscudo,
White and Mooney also went un-
defeated.
- -
As a member of the CUNY
conference and an Eastern In-
dependent for the regional quali-
fying rounds for the national
championship, Baruch has a good
shot at the finals. One fencer
from each category goes from the
regionals to the finals from each
area of the country. Last year,
Lewison was the Eastern entry in
the foil, beating out teammate
.McDowell.
"It didn't feel so bad after 3 or
4 months" said McDowell when
discussing last year's loss to
A field far from home.
'Baruch's Fencing Team Splits
by Joe Barone _
The Baruch fencing team split
their first rlwo matches last week,
dropping a close one to St. John's
15-12 and bombing Purchase
23-4, both away matches.
Against St. John's on De-
cember 12th, Baruch played ex-
tremely well against one of the
best teams in the East. In foil,
first foil Peter Lewison went 3-0.
Last year Lewison went to the
National Championships. Second
foil Marty McDowell and 3rd foil
Jimmy Yu both went 1-2.
Basketball
In the epee, Daniel Sheperd and
Alan Quiles both went 2-1 and
Dan Mooney had an off day,
registering an 0-3 ~ark. .
First Saber Ron White was 1-2
while Dennis Eddington went 0-2
i before being replaced by Jose
Tarscudo who won his only
match. The scoring was rounded
out by Rob Lazarus who went
1-2.
On' Fnday, the fourteenth, the -by Thomas J. Nihill meaningless as the players interest
The Baruch varsity soccer team in soccer was fading and they paid
finished their Fall 1979 season more attention to their mid-
with a 5-8-2 win-loss-tied record. terms. The Varsity soccer team
There are many reasons for a then lost to Manhattan 4-3; then
record like this, but the main few to Concordia 2-0. The-team had
are: their final win of the season when
l} Sixteen new freshmen soccer . they beat Pace 3-1 and raised the
players had to be taught the plays overall record to 5~6-1.
and rules. The losses continued at the end
2) No practice field near Ba- - 0(. the season with a loss to
ruch.. This resulted in the team Brooklyn College 3-1; and a loss
traveling to Brooklyn or the to Staten Island 1-0. In both of
Lower East Side. This caused the these games the team started with
team practicing time for the only nine players. The season
plays. concluded in a 1-1 tie against
3) Players arriving to games Seton Hall giving the Baruch
late because of late afternoon Statesmen a 5-8-2 overall record
classes. Early registration for the for rhe'Fall 1978 season.
team would eflable- them to make Stuart Coote led the team in
the games at SHirting time. goals scored and in assists. It was
4) The team does not have any these achievements that led him to
! ' -
fan support from Baruch stu- the Metropolitan All Star team
dents. Students do not go to 31. He commented, "It is a great
games because they are not played honor to have made this All Star
near the college facilities. team. Special mention should be
Next year with the help of made to Coach Henry; without
videotape the soccer team will be his help this award would nor be
able to determine the mistakes possible. "
that were made. With a little more Garfield Dilworth was elected
. cont, from p. 16 ally-ranked scholarship teams. practice and help from the Most Valuable Player and reacted
which the team fell' behind by The rest of the schedule isn't near- registrar this team has every by saying, "It was a' team effort;:
twelve, they fought back to within ly as tough. Moreover, _Baruch is chance to make the playoffs in but I am very honored to have.
two. It was all for nought; they a young team with three new 1980. achieved this award. "
fell short at the buzzer. Defense starters. "Baruch is one of the better The Fall 1979 soccer Rookies of
and· turnovers were the team's "'We have the talent," says co- playing soccer teams in the New the Year were Colin Flemings and
nemeses. Out of the fifty-four captain Scott Levy. "We just York area," says Coach Anthony Rory Chin. Flemings also won
points scored on Baruch in the have to put it all together. Henry, "this point of view is held honors to the Metropolitan All
first half, twenty-four were lay- Overall, we're much better than by many opposing coaches and Star Team 32 with Garfield
ups. Also, the team committed last year." Fountoukidis is play- teams." Dilworth.
thirty-one turnovers to Medgar ing the most consistent ball on The varsity soccer squad played Graduating senior player An-
Evers' twelve-and still lost .by - both ends of the floor. Dudley is well against St. John's University thony Pontaleon stated, "The
two! On the positive side, the .the team's scoring leader (15 pt. in the seasons opener, but they players have the potential and
team shot 650/0 from the floor, avg.) and top rebounder. suffered a 1-0 loss. It was a game 'with a little more teamwork and This impressive victory pushed
'breaking their recent school Perhaps 'a little horne cooking effort on the puddle filled, practice we could have a soccer the team over .500 for the only-
;record of 64OJo~ Dudley again led will help the team. They play dangerous playing surface. The. championship at Baruch." time in the season. ·,With half the
the scoring with 26 points. eight of the next nine games at next game was against last year's - The lack of preseason practice season over and a wiJ;llling record
Richard Alexander chipped in the Armory. division champions Mercy Col- showed when injuries caused of 4-3-1 the team had hopes for a
with 20. BARUCH~SRECORD lege. Baruch played out-num- members off the team. The future playoff birth. The Statesmen then
Without question, this is not an W-Rarnapo" bered and still gave a good show- looks good for the team and with lost 4-3 to Hunter College while
impressive way to begin the sea- L-Binghamton ing of themselves. There was a little confidence they could pro- only eight players attended.
son. There' is, however, good L-Fredonia State. cooperation and coordination ved themselves. "This team· was playoffmater~
reason to believe things wiIlim- L..:-Southern Connecticut from the new' freshmen players, Baruch students should support ial until this game,'; said· Coach
prove. Each game played thus far L-Stony Brook but ,they could not overcome Mer- the team in the Metropolitan Inter . Henry "we lacked e:xperienQell.
was played on the road. Five of" L-M~Evers . cy in their 6-0 ~efeat. CoJIegiate 5prin&~T~- _PIay'er5 ~d~.~ aettbe proper ,
i them'teams played were oati9D': ~on l-Lost.~" .. ~.~ >.; ,,-, r.., '; ..•. " The test of .the season Was~·,-m~.~wIlOaie-ihttresteclia/ "pta;s..'~.'; ~'- ~~,:.~;.' .,.~.~:~ ..... " ;:.
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Mr. Baruch 1979, Peter Marchelos
Slow Start for Men's
Basketball Team




with his every movement. Said
Parsons. a four year bodybuilder,
"I drew energy from the crowd to
perform as best as I could. "
Chuck Kirsh, a 1979 Mr. Teenage
America runner-up, was a. guest
poser and was warmly received.
Now the countdown began.
The fifth place trophy went to
Parsons. "I really wasn't sur-
pised uhat I was in the finals,".
began the 27-year-old Bronxite.
,. I was ready for t he contest and I
felt it was fairly run. I have one
more year left to compete, and I
want to improve on my legs and
gain weight." The former Taft
H.S. grad is 5 '8 and 15Y .
Gary Ringell ~~~ed the
fourth place trophy: His overall
physique was commendable, but
he needed definition. At this
point, six men remained Acevedo,
Marcehlos, Marsrllo, At iles, .
Rivera, and Holness. Marchelos
and Acevedo had 2 trophies;
Holness one.
The third runner-up was Rob
"Marsillo. After beating out
Acevedo last year; Rob felt he
had a better chance to win... I put
a lot of work into preparing for
this. I respect the judges'
decision: but I felt I was in peak
condition this year, H concluded
the 20-year-'old from Queens,
"But I'm not going to quit."
Toihe dismay. 'ofhis 'fanclub,"
. George Acevedo was picked as the
second runner-up. After the
decision. Acevedo said, ..As far
as my.posing was concerned, I did
what I wanted to do. Last year, at
171 Ibs., I was told I needed more
weight. This year, at 180, I hear I
should've been five pounds
lighter ."
This left the door open for
. Peter-Marchelos, and he stepped
cont. on p. 14, col. 4
unanimously. Mrachelos, the
"dard horse" in the contest
nabbed the -leg andarin awards.
Said Peter, "Last-year, I came in
fifth because of underdeveloped
legs. That was one of my biggest
priorities for this year. As for my
arms, I just kept working on
them. '.' .The contest failed to
recognize Jose Atiles, who was
shut out-of the body parts awards
---desplt-e- displaying a very
proportionate physique.
Acevedo, in addition to Best
Back, also received Best Poser.
This was the 5' 10, 180 lbs.
Acevedo's fourth try at winning
Mr. Baruch. He previously placed
second three times, and third
once. Acevedo, like many of his
competitors, felt they had a better
chance with the spectre of Ed
Ferguson gone. "My biggest asset
is my back, said George. I tried to
pose featuring my back and lars
as much as possible." He was
""l.
clearly-the house favorite. "The
crowd did psyche me up
tremendously, and that made me
feel I could've won."
Marsillo, like Atiles, was also
blanked from the individual parts .
awards, but still had his eyes on
t he first place trophy. A
muscular 5' 7, 155 lbs., he was
understandably disappointed. "I
know there can' only be one
winner, but.it still was sort of a let
down." Marchelos, only lSOlbs.
at contest time, looked much
smaller than the others. "Since
symmetry and proportion are the
most important aspects of
bodybuilding, that's what I
concentrated on, and that's what __
the judges were looking for," said
Peter.
Many of the contestants felt the
crowd helped in many ways.
Acevedo seemingly had an army
supporting him, cheering loudly
The eight finalists were ready
for the most crucial pan of the
competition: individual posing.
The best body pans were also
selected. Holness' chest and
Acevedo's back won
Marchelo, Holness, and Atiles.
Surprise exclusions were Stanlve
Rogers, the school's weighrlifting
champion. Other Intramural
champs Atnohny Harris and
Johnnie ": English were also
disqualified early.
precedes the eight finalists
. selection, so everyone gave their
all. No matter how big you are,
poor posing will ruin your
chances to win.
The eight finalists contained a
few surprises. Jose Rivera, who .
last year failed to make t he finals,
showed definite improvement.
Two newcomers, Garv Rinzell
~ ~
and Eric Parsons, showed their
ability by reaching the finals in
their first contest.· Theo ther
finalists were Acevedo, Marsillo,
b~ Erne-t G. Fagan, Jr.
For : 1~ past two years, the Mr.
Baruch Contest has been the Ed
Ferguson Show. Ferguson, '79
gradua: 'c. dominated the contest
Iike Ill' nne else before him. But
hi" departure in June set the stage'
for a new champion.
Peter Marchelos, a 21 year old
Queens native, won the contest in
a dose decision amid a chorus of
bv.», and cheers.
Thur-day, Dec. 13, \.\as the day
of t hc com pet it ion. For the first
t irnc. 1hL' Auditorium was used
for the event , and it was jammed
t o full capacity. Special at-
t racuo n-, included the Baruch
Co j lege cheerleaders. and the
Dance Club added some muscle
with their rendition of Macho
Man. The whole program was
tastefully assembled by Tom
Crocovi a , the Intramural
Dircctor ."
Finally, the competitors ap-
peared. Glistening with oil, the
crowd roared wit h approval. Rob
Marsillo and Goerge Acevedo,
last year's 2nd and 4rd runner-
ups, had the best chances to win.
Marchelos, Jose At iles, and
Bobby Holness presented an
impressive show of muscle.
The preliminary judging
consisted of six poses: Front
Double Bicep, Back Double
Bicep, Front Lat Spread, Back
Lat Spread, Side-Arm Chest, and
Mo.... t Muscular. This part of the
program let everyone display their
strong points. Bobby Holness
awed the crowd with his massive
side-arm chest po se , while
Acevedo's back and Marchelos '
legs drew raves. This round
- ---- _. --_._---'"._----~-- '_.'-- - ~------~._.- -------
b~ Charles Gaeta
The Baruch men \ basket ball
team ha .... played its first six games
of I he "cason. These games surely
will not go down as being among
t he most illust rious sporting
('\ cnt s in the school's history; but
\\ here there is life, there is hope.
Here is a game-by-game analy-
.,i...., of t he tcarnx efforts thus far:
Game 1. Baruch 88 Ramapo 83
(ov crimc)
The opening game of t he season
started the varsity on the right
t rack wit h t hi .... victory. Forward
Eric Covingt on set a Baruch rec-
ord with nine-for-nine shooting
from the floor.
Many points were scored un-
derneath as the Baruch's front
court took advantage. of Rama-
po's defensive failures. "The
Ramapo team," says Coach Julie
Levine, "just didn't adjust too
well ro playing us man-to-man."
When the game went into over-
time, the' team took a quick six
pointleadand never gave itup.
Game 2. Binghamton 88 Baruch
82 (overtime)
The defense, or lack of it, was
[he deciding factor in t his game.
"II was pretty weak," the coach
explained. "\Ve gave up many un-
(on tested layups and Binghamton
got a lot of fast breaks on us," he
continued. Despite the defensive
misgivings. the team tied the
game on a Larry Blakney shot
with less than a minute to gO, only, ~
to lose it by six. The game was a
physical and· emat ional letdown
for the players. Center Charles
Dudley Jed the team with 24
points, and forward Harry Foun-
touk idis added 21.
Game 3. Fredonia State 74
Baruch 58
Fredonia wanted this game
more than Baruch. The varsity
was simply never in the game.
Still feeling ·the affects of the
frustrating defeat the night be-
fore, the team played with little or
no intensity. Fredonia was sue-
cessful.in their game plan 'to stop,
Dudley and Fouruoukidis from
scor inu big.
Let the coach explain-' 'Sour h-
ern Connecticut is the most
t alenrcd team we've played this
year. They have some giants on
the team who used their height to
help defeat us .. This game was a
struggle throughout."
Game 5. Stony Brook 71 Baruch
62
Baruch broke a school record
for field goal accuracy in this
game, shooting at a 64lYJo clip. Un-
fortunately, it couldn't break
their losing streak. The national-
ly-ranked Stony Brook squad
simply played smarter basketball.
With a few more breaks, Baruch
could have won the game, but
, when a team in losing consistent-
ly, everyt hing seems to go against
it.
Game 6. Medgar Evers lOt
Baruch 99
After a pitiful first half itt
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